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Abstract

While image captioning has progressed rapidly, exist-

ing works focus mainly on describing single images. In

this paper, we introduce a new task, context-aware group

captioning, which aims to describe a group of target im-

ages in the context of another group of related reference

images. Context-aware group captioning requires not only

summarizing information from both the target and refer-

ence image group but also contrasting between them. To

solve this problem, we propose a framework combining self-

attention mechanism with contrastive feature construction

to effectively summarize common information from each im-

age group while capturing discriminative information be-

tween them. To build the dataset for this task, we propose to

group the images and generate the group captions based on

single image captions using scene graphs matching. Our

datasets are constructed on top of the public Conceptual

Captions dataset and our new Stock Captions dataset. Ex-

periments on the two datasets show the effectiveness of our

method on this new task. 1

1. Introduction

Generating natural language descriptions from images,

the task commonly known as image captioning, has long

been an important problem in computer vision research [3,

15, 29]. It requires a high level of understanding from both

language and vision. Image captioning has attracted a lot of

research attention in recent years thanks to the advances in

joint language-vision understanding models [1, 19, 39, 54].

While image captioning has progressed rapidly, existing

works mostly focus on describing individual images. There

are practical scenarios in which captioning images in group

is desirable. Examples include summarizing personal photo

albums for social sharing or understanding web user inten-

tion from their viewed or clicked images. Moreover, it is of-

ten the case that the target image group to be captioned nat-

∗This work has been done during the first author’s internship at Adobe.
1Related Datasets and code are released at https://lizw14.

github.io/project/groupcap.

Context

Target group caption: woman with cowboy hat

Figure 1. Context-ware group captioning. Given a group of tar-

get images (shown in orange boxes) and a group of reference im-

ages which provide the context (woman), the goal is to generate

a language description (woman with cowboy hat) that best

describes the target group while taking into account the context

depicted by the reference group.

urally belongs to a larger set that provides the context. For

instance, in text-based image retrieval applications, given a

group of user-interested images and other images returned

by the search engine, we could predict the user hidden pref-

erences by contrasting the two groups and suggest a new

search query accordingly. Figure 1 shows an example of

such scenario. Among all the images returned by search

query woman, the user can indicate his/her interest in some

of the images (in orange boxes). The objective is to recog-

nize that the user wants woman with cowboy hat and

suggest the query accordingly.

Inspired by these real-world applications, we propose the

novel problem of context-aware group captioning: given a

group of target images and a group of reference images, our

goal is to generate a language description that best describes

the target group in the context of the reference group. Com-

pared to the conventional setting of single-image based cap-

tioning, our new problem poses two fundamental require-

ments. First, the captioning model needs to effectively sum-

marize the common properties of the image groups. Sec-

ond, the model needs to accurately describe the distinguish-
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ing content in the target images compared to the reference

images.

To address those requirements, we develop a learning-

based framework for context-aware image group captioning

based on self-attention and contrastive feature construction.

To obtain the feature that effectively summarizes the visual

information from the image group, we develop a group-wise

feature aggregation module based on self-attention. To ef-

fectively leverage the contrastive information between the

target image group and the reference images, we model

the context information as the aggregated feature from the

whole set and subtract it from each image group feature to

explicitly encourage the resulting feature to capture the dif-

ferentiating properties between the target image group and

the reference image group.

Training our models requires a large number of image

groups with text descriptions and associated reference im-

age sets. In this paper, we leverage large-scale image cap-

tion datasets to construct the training data. In particular,

we build our annotations on top of the Conceptual Cap-

tions [40], a recently introduced large-scale image caption-

ing dataset. We parse the single-image caption into scene

graphs and use the shared scene graphs of image groups to

generate the groups’ ground-truth captions. In addition, we

apply the same procedure on a large-scale image set col-

lected from a photograph collection. This dataset contains

a large number of images with compact and precise human-

generated per-image descriptions. That results in our sec-

ond dataset, Stock Captions, which we plan to contribute to

the research community to encourage future research in this

new problem.

Our main contributions in this paper are three-fold. First,

we introduce the problem of context-aware group caption-

ing. This novel image captioning setting can potentially

be important for many real-world applications such as au-

tomatic query suggestion in image retrieval. Second, we

present a learning-based approach which learns to aggre-

gate image group visual feature for caption generation.

Our framework combines the self-attention mechanism with

contrastive feature construction to effectively encode the

image group into a context-aware feature representation,

which effectively summarizes relevant common informa-

tion in the groups while capturing discriminative informa-

tion between the target and context group. Third, we in-

troduce two large-scale datasets specifically for the context-

aware group captioning problem. Experiments on the two

datasets demonstrate that our model consistently outper-

forms various baselines on the context-based image group

captioning task.

2. Related Work

Image captioning has emerged as an important research

topic with a rich literature in computer vision [3, 15, 29].

With the advances in deep neural networks, state-of-the-

art image captioning approaches [1, 12, 17, 19, 36, 39,

50, 56] are based on the combination of convolutional

neural networks [24] and recurrent neural networks [14]

(CNN-RNN) architecture, where the visual features are ex-

tracted from the input image using CNNs which is then de-

coded by RNNs to generate the language caption describ-

ing the given image. Research in image captioning has

progressed rapidly in recent years. Novel network archi-

tectures [1, 6, 32, 51], loss functions [7, 28, 30, 33, 39,

41], and advanced joint language-vision modeling tech-

niques [18, 21, 32, 54, 55, 57] have been developed to

enable more diverse and discriminative captioning results.

Recent works have also proposed to leverage the contex-

tual and contrastive information from additional images to

help generating more distinctive caption for the target im-

age [2, 5, 8, 48] or comparative descriptions between image

pairs [38, 43, 44, 46]. Existing works, however, mostly fo-

cus on generating captions for a single image. Our work, on

the other hand, focuses on the novel setting of context-based

image group captioning which aims to describe a target im-

age group while leveraging the context of a larger pool of

reference images.

Referring expression generation [20, 34, 59] is a re-

lated problem to image captioning, which aims to generate

natural language descriptions for a target object in an im-

age. Contrastive modeling has been successfully applied in

state-of-the-art referring expression generation methods to

describe the target image region in contrast with other im-

age regions. Yu et al. [58] use relative location and feature

difference to discriminate the target object. Mao et al. [35]

maximize the probability of generated expression describ-

ing a specific region over other regions by Maximum Mu-

tual Information training. While referring expression gener-

ation considers the target region in contrast with each neg-

ative region respectively, our problem requires contrastive

context modeling among and between image groups.

Attention mechanism has been successful in image cap-

tioning [6, 27, 32, 54, 57]. These works focused on ap-

plying visual attention to different spatial regions at each

text generation time step. More recently, attention in

transformer[47] and pretrained BERT[11] has been very

successful in natural language processing tasks. [25, 31, 45]

adapted the idea of BERT to vision and language tasks

and showed improved performance on multiple sub-tasks.

These works focus on learning attention between every

word token. In our work, we apply attention over images

and show its effectiveness for summarizing information in

an image group.

Our setting is inspired by query suggestion [9, 16, 42,

53] in the context of document retrieval systems. Query

suggestion aims to predict the expanded query given the

previous query used by the users while taking into account
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additional context such as search history [9, 16, 42] or user

interaction (e.g. clicked and skipped documents) [53]. We

are inspired by this task formulation and extend it to vi-

sion domain. Earlier works on query suggestion in image

search focus on forming visual descriptors to help obtain

better search results [60, 61] while the suggested text query

is obtained solely from the current user query without taking

visual content understanding into account. Our work, on the

other hand, can potentially be applied to enable query sug-

gestion from images. In this work, we focus on the image

captioning aspect without relying on modeling user infor-

mation and behavior as in existing query suggestion works,

thus making it applicable beyond retrieval tasks.

3. Dataset

To train our models, we need a large-scale dataset where

each data sample contains a group of target images with an

associated ground-truth description and a larger group of

reference images. The reference images need to be relevant

to target images while containing a larger variety of visual

contents and thus provides context for describing target im-

ages. The description should be both specific to the target

group and conditioned on the reference group.

In this section, we first describe the intuition and method

for dataset creation, then provide details of our proposed

datasets built on the Conceptual Captions dataset and our

proposed Stock Captions dataset.

3.1. Data Construction Method

We build our dataset on top of large-scale per-image

captioning datasets by leveraging the shared scene graphs

among images, motivated by [5]. The overall data genera-

tion process is shown in Figure 2.

Images with shared scene graphs compose an image

group. More specifically, images with the same (attribute)-

object-relationship-(attribute)-object are chosen to com-

pose the target image group, while images with partially

overlapping scene graphs with the target group are chosen

as the reference image group. For example, as in Figure 2,

images with the scene graph woman in chair are selected to

form the target group, while images containing woman are

selected to form the reference group paired with the target

group. In this way, the reference group contains a larger va-

riety of contents (woman in any places or poses) while the

target group is more specific in terms of certain attributes

(in chair).

In order to get the scene graphs for each image to support

our grouping process, we use a pretrained language parser

(improved upon [52]) to parse each ground-truth per-image

caption into a scene graph. We choose to parse the scene

graph from image captions instead of using the annotated

scene graph in Visual Genome dataset [23] because our

scene graph needs to focus on the most ”salient” content in

A woman in a chair by 

the lake reading.

woman

reading

a

chair

lake

in
by

a

Language 

parser

Target images: woman in chairReference images: woman

Figure 2. Dataset construction method. Our datasets are con-

structed from image collections with per-image descriptions. A

pretrained language parser is used to parse each image caption

into a scene graph. Then the images with shared scene graph are

grouped to form the target group. Images with scene graphs that

partially match the targets’ form the reference group.

the image. Since Visual Genome is densely annotated with-

out the information of which object is the main content of

the image, scene graphs of small trivial objects may domi-

nate the grouping process while the main content is ignored.

This will produce very noisy data, potentially unsuitable for

training our models. On the other hand, while parsing errors

may introduce noise, scene graphs parsed out of image cap-

tions focus on the main objects because the caption usually

describes the most important contents in an image.

After getting the target and reference groups using scene

graph matching, the shared scene graph among target im-

ages is flattened into text to serve as the ground truth

group description. For example, in Figure 2, the ground-

truth group caption is woman in chair. Other examples of

ground-truth group captions include: colorful bag on white

background, girl in red, business team holding terrestrial

globe, woman with cowboy hat, etc.

To construct our datasets for group captioning, the per-

image captioning datasets need to be large-scale to pro-

vide enough image groups. We build our group caption-

ing datasets on top of two datasets: Conceptual Captions

dataset [40], which is the largest existing public image cap-

tioning dataset, and Stock Captions dataset, which is our

own large-scale per-image captioning dataset characterized

by precise and compact descriptions. Details about con-

struction on the two datasets are provided as follows.2

2For simplicity, in this paper, we call our newly constructed group cap-

tioning datasets by the same name as their parent datasets: Conceptual

Captions, and Stock Captions.
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3.2. Conceptual Captions

Conceptual Captions is a large-scale image captioning

dataset containing 3.3 million image-caption pairs. (By the

time we download the images through the urls provided,

only 2.8 million are valid.) Because the captions are au-

tomatically collected from alt-text enabled images on the

web, some of the captions are noisy and not natural. How-

ever, the high diversity of image contents and large number

of images makes Conceptual a suitable choice for data gen-

eration using our method.

After sampling from 2.7 million images from Concep-

tual Captions, we obtain around 200k samples with 1.6 mil-

lion images included. Each sample contains 5 target im-

ages and 15 reference images. The images with rare scene

graphs that cannot be made into groups are not used. We

manually cleaned the sampled data to remove samples that

are not meaningful. For example, target group of portrait

or woman and reference group of woman are not semanti-

cally different so they are removed. We also cleaned the

vocabulary to remove rare words.

The 200k samples are split into test, validation and train

splits, where these three splits share the same image pool.

While the validation and train splits may contain samples

of same group captions (because group captions are usually

short), we make sure that captions in test split do not over-

lap with train split. More detailed statistics are provided in

Table 1.

3.3. Stock Captions

While the Conceptual dataset excels in image diversity,

we found that its captions are often long and sometime

noisy. Motivated by the query suggestion application where

the suggested search queries are usually short and compact,

we propose to construct the dataset on a new image cap-

Original Per-Image Captioning

Conceptual Stock

Size 2766614 5785034

Avg Length 9.43 4.12

Context-aware Group Captioning

Conceptual Stock

Size 199442 146339

Train Split 175896 117829

Val Split 10000 10000

Test Split 13546 18510

# of images 1634523 1941370

Vocab Size 5811 2437

Avg Length 3.74 2.96

Table 1. Statistics of Conceptual Captions and Stock Captions, in

terms of original per-image captioning dataset and our group cap-

tioning dataset constructed on top of per-image captions.

Figure 3. Distribution of human-given scores for our two con-

structed datasets. Dataset constructed on Stock Captions gets

higher human scores.

tioning dataset named Stock Captions. Stock Captions is

a large-scale image captioning dataset collected in text-to-

image retrieval setting. Stock Captions dataset is character-

ized by very precise, short and compact phrases. Many of

the captions in this dataset are more attribute-like short im-

age titles, e.g. ”colorful bags”, ”happy couple on a beach”,

”Spaghetti with dried chilli and bacon”, etc.

After grouping and filtering the 5.8 million raw images,

we get 1.9 million images, grouped into 1.5 million data

samples for the Stock Captions dataset. The dataset sam-

pling and split details are similar to Conceptual.(Table 1).

3.4. User Study for Dataset Comparisons

To test the quality of our data and compare our two

datasets, we conduct a user study by randomly selecting

500 data samples (250 from each dataset) and ask 25 users

to give a 0-5 score for each sample.

To better compare the two datasets, we ask the users to

give strict scores. A caption needs to be precise, discrim-

inative and natural to be considered good. Many captions

with the score of 0 and 1 are semantically good, but are un-

natural. The distribution of scores is shown in Figure 3. As

expected, in overall quality, the Stock Captions data scores

significantly higher as it is based on compact and precise

human-generated captions. However, several users do note

that the captions in the Conceptual Captions dataset seems

to be more specific, and “interesting”.

4. Method

In this section, we explore methods to address the two

main challenges in our proposed problem: a) feature ag-

gregation, i.e. how to summarize the images within one

image group, and (b) group contrasting, i.e., how to figure

out the difference between two image groups. By compar-

ing different methods, our goal is not only finding the best
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feature aggregation with self-attention
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Figure 4. Context-aware group captioning with self-attention and contrastive features. Image features are aggregated with self-attention

to get the group representation for each image group. Then the group representation is concatenated with contrastive representation to

compose the input to LSTM decoder, which finally generates context-aware caption for the target image group.

performing models, but also drawing insights into the char-

acteristics of the task, and hopefully, setting the focus for

future exploration in this problem.

To begin the section, we first formalize the problem set-

tings in Section 4.1. In the subsequent sub-sections, we de-

scribe our method explorations path starting with a simple

baseline. We then gradually introduce more computation-

ally specialized modules. For each module, we describe

our intuition and back them up with quantitative results and

visual illustrations.

4.1. Problem Setting

Given a group of nt target images and a group of nr ref-

erence images, our task is to generate a description D =<

ŵ1, ..., ŵl > to describe the target image group in context of

the reference group. Here ŵi denotes the word in the sen-

tence and l is sentence length, which varies for each data

sample. In our setting, nt = 5, nr = 15.

Each image is represented by a 2048-d feature extracted

using the ResNet50 network [13] (after pool5 layer), pre-

trained on ImageNet [10]. The input of our model are the

target features Φt = [φ1

t
, ..., φnt

t ] and the reference features

Φr = [φ1

r
, ..., φnr

r
], where φi

∈ R
2048. We use Φ to denote

a list of features, while a single feature is denoted as φ.

While we believe that more detailed features (e.g. spa-

tial features without mean-pooling, or object-level features)

may improve performance, they increase the computational

complexity, and by extension, the training time to an unac-

ceptably high level in our initial testing. Thus, we simply

use the mean-pooled feature vector.

4.2. Baseline: feature averaging and concatenation

From the problem setting above, one intuitive approach

would be to summarize the target and reference features by

averaging, and concatenating them to create the final feature

for description generation. The process can be formalized

as follows.

We compute the target group feature φ′

t
and the reference

group feature φ′

r
by averaging the features in each group:

φ
′

t =
1

nt

∑

i∈1..nt

φti φ
′

r =
1

nr

∑

i∈1..nr

φtr

Following standard captioning pipeline, we then use the

concatenation of the two group features as input to LSTM

to predict the context-aware descriptions. We use LSTM-

RNN [14] to generate the caption in an auto-regressive man-

ner. Denoting the output of the LSTM module at time step

t as ht, we have the equations for decoding:

h1 = [φ′

t, φ
′

r]

ht = LSTM(ht−1, ŵt−1)

ŵt ∼ softmax(ht).

Finally, we follow standard beam search process to gen-

erate the captions. This decoding architecture is used in all

of our subsequent model variants.

4.3. Feature aggregation with self attention

While the average-pooling method used for feature ag-

gregation above is intuitive, it treats all image features

equally. We note that many groups of images have promi-

nent members that encapsulate the joint information of the

whole groups (Figure 5). We argue that the group summa-

rizing process could be improved if we can identify these

prominent features/images. Motivated by that observation,

we propose to use the transformer architecture [47] for this

task. The transformer relies on a grid of attention between

the elements of the set to learn a better representation. In-

tuitively, by learning the self-attention grid, the model can

detect the prominent features as each element in the set can

“vote” for the importance of the other elements through the
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attention mechanism. In the subsequent analysis, we show

that, in our task, the self-attention gird indeed puts a lot

more weights to the prominent images. The core computa-

tions of our transformer-based architecture can be summa-

rized as follows.3

The first step is calculating the contextualized features

using self-attention mechanism. Given the input features

Φ; three different sets of features: queries Q, keys K and

values V are calculated using a linear transformation:

Q = W
QΦ+ b

Q

K = W
KΦ+ b

K

V = W
V Φ+ b

V

Then the self-attention grid is calculated by a scaled dot

product between Q and K (the scaling factor d is the dimen-

sion of the vectors in Q and K). The self-attention layer

uses this attention grid and the value matrix V to compute

its outputs.4

Attention (Q,K, V ) = softmax

(

QKT

√
d

)

V

The self-attention output is then coupled with the resid-

ual signal to create the contextualized features Φ′.

V
′ = V + Attention(Q,K, V )

Φ′ = V
′ +max

(

0, V ′
W1 + b1

)

W2 + b2

From this point, we denote the process of transforming

from the original features set Φ to the contextualized feature

set Φ′ as Φ′ = F (Φ). With this formulation, we have the

contextualized set of features Φ′

t
and Φ′

r
:

Φ′

t
= Fst(Φt) Φ′

r
= Fsr(Φr)

We tried both sharing and not-sharing weights of Fst and

Fsr, and found that sharing weights lead to slightly better

performance. This is intuitive as the task of grouping target

images are not different from the task of grouping reference

images, and thus, the grouping model can share the same

set of weights.

In our experiments, the self-attention architecture pro-

vides a significant boost in performance compared to the

average-pooling variant.

4.4. Group contrasting with contrastive features

The second major challenge in our proposed problem is

the image group contrasting. With the aforementioned self-

attention mechanism, we have good representations for the

3We only describe the core computation steps of the self-attention due

to space constraint and to improve clarity. More details can be found in the

original paper [47]. We also release our implementation if accepted.
4We don’t use the multi-head attention in this work, as in our prelim-

inary experiments, the multi-head attention provides no performance gain

compared to a single head.

target and reference groups. The most intuitive way to learn

the difference between the two features is either concatena-

tion (which is implemented in our baseline) or feature sub-

traction.

We argue that, to learn the difference between two

groups of images, we first need to capture their similarity.

Our hypothesis is that, when we identify the similarity be-

tween all the images, we can “remove” this similarity por-

tion from the two features to deduce more discriminative

representation. This process is formalized as follows.

The first step is learning the common information φ′

c
be-

tween all the images. We do that by applying the same self-

attention mechanism described above to all the images.

Φ′

c = Fa([Φt; Φr])

φ
′

c =
1

nt + nr

∑

Φ′

c

Then the joint information is “removed” from the group

features φ′

t
and φ′

r
by subtraction to generate the con-

trastive/residual feature φd
t

and φd
r
.

φ
d
t = φ

′

t − φ
′

c φ
d
r = φ

′

r − φ
′

c

The contrastive features φd
t

and φd
r

are concatenated

with the group features φ′

t
and φ′

r
, which are then fed into

LSTM-RNN to generate captions. In our subsequent anal-

ysis, we show that the contrastive features indeed focus on

the difference between two image groups.

5. Experiments

In this section, we first describe our evaluation results on

the two datasets. Then we provide quantitative analysis and

visualization to expose the effectiveness of different com-

ponents of our model.

5.1. Group Captioning Performance

We evaluate our context-aware group captioning method

on both Conceptual Captions and Stock Captions datasets.

The same hyper-parameters are used for all experiments on

each dataset. On the Stock Captions dataset, we use batch

size 512 and initial learning rate 1× 10−4. On the Concep-

tual Captions dataset, we use batch size 512 and learning

rate 5 × 10−5. We train the model for 100 epochs with

Adam optimizer[22] on both datasets.

We measure the captioning performance on the test

splits in both datasets using a variety of captioning met-

rics. Specifically, we consider the standard metrics widely

used in image captioning literature, including BLEU[37],

CIDER[49], METEOR[4] and ROUGE[26]. In addition,

since group descriptions are often short and compact, we

put more emphasis on single word accuracy compared to

traditional image captioning. We thus consider two ad-

ditional metrics, Word-by-word accuracy(WordAcc), word
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WordAcc CIDER WER BLEU1 BLEU2 METEOR ROUGE

Conceptual

Per-Img. Caption 5.4638 0.4671 2.6587 0.1267 0.0272 0.0868 0.1466

Average 36.7329 1.9591 1.6859 0.4932 0.2782 0.3956 0.4964

SA 37.9916 2.1446 1.6423 0.5175 0.3103 0.4224 0.5203

Average+Contrast 37.8450 2.0315 1.6534 0.5007 0.2935 0.4057 0.5027

SA+Contrast 39.4496 2.2917 1.5806 0.5380 0.3313 0.4405 0.5352

Stock

Per-Img. Caption 5.8931 0.3889 1.8021 0.1445 0.0359 0.0975 0.1620

Average 37.9428 1.9034 1.1430 0.5334 0.2429 0.4042 0.5318

SA 39.2410 2.1023 1.0829 0.5537 0.2696 0.4243 0.5515

Average+Contrast 39.1985 2.0278 1.0956 0.5397 0.2632 0.4139 0.5375

SA+Contrast 40.6113 2.1561 1.0529 0.5601 0.2796 0.4332 0.5572

Table 2. Group captioning performance on the Conceptual Captions and Stock Captions dataset.

(a) (b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Visualization of 5 × 5 self-attention weight matrix for

target image group. Each row sums up to 1. For group (a) woman

with balloon, image 2 and image 3 are representative. For

group (b) yoga on beach, image5 is representative. Images

with more distinguishable features become the representative im-

ages of a group and get higher attention weights.

Model WordAcc CIDER BLEU2 METEOR ROUGE

Tgt0 + Ref15 24.4709 1.0399 0.0614 0.2341 0.3965

Tgt1 + Ref15 28.7479 1.3447 0.1292 0.2938 0.4415

Tgt3 + Ref15 34.6574 1.7641 0.2098 0.3698 0.5048

Tgt5 + Ref0 31.8061 1.6767 0.2095 0.3475 0.4552

Tgt5 + Ref15 40.6113 2.1561 0.2796 0.4332 0.5572

Table 3. Performance with varying the number of target and refer-

ence images. (evaluated on Stock Captions dataset)

error rate(WER), that specifically assess word-based accu-

racy5. We also note that as some group descriptions may

contain as few as two words, we do not consider BLEU3

and BLEU4 scores which evaluates tri-grams and 4-grams.

The captioning performance on the testing set of Con-

ceptual Captions and Stock Captions datasets are reported

5Here we consider position-specific word accuracy. For example, pre-

diction woman with straw hat with ground truth woman with cowboy hat

has accuracy 75%, while prediction woman with hat has accuracy 50%.

in Table 2. To compare with a simple baseline, we cap-

tion each image individually and summarize them using our

dataset building method. The result (Per-Img. Caption)

shows that the group captioning problem cannot be solved

by simply summarizing per-image captions. More details

are shown in supplementary materials. Compared to aggre-

gating features by averaging (Average, as in Section 4.2),

self-attention (SA) is more effective in computing group

representation and leads to significant performance im-

provement. On top of feature aggregation, contrastive fea-

ture is critical for the model to generate context-aware cap-

tion which emphasizes the difference of target image group

on context of reference group. Applying contrastive fea-

tures (Contrast) to either feature aggregation methods leads

to performance boost (Average+Contrast, SA+Contrast).

To this end, our full model, which combines self-attention

for group aggregation and contrastive feature for group

comparing performs best, achieving 39.4% WordAcc on

Conceptual Captions and 40.6% on Stock Captions.

5.2. Discussion

Effectiveness of self-attention on feature aggregation. To

better understand the effectiveness of self-attention, in Fig-

ure 5, we visualize the 5 × 5 self-attention weight matrix

between 5 target images. The i-th row of the attention

matrix represents the attention weights from i-th image to

each of the 5 images, which sum up to 1. In (a), images

with larger and centered balloons (Image2 and Image3) gets

higher attention. In (b), image5 where the woman doing

yoga is larger and easier to recognize gets higher attention.

In both examples, images with more recognizable features

get higher attention weights and thus contribute more to the

aggregated group representation.

Importance of multiple target and reference images. To

investigate the effectiveness of giving multiple images in

each group, we vary the number of target and reference im-

ages. Results are shown in Table 3. Fewer target or ref-

erence images results in performance decline, which indi-
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Ground Truth: woman lifting weight

Our Prediction: woman working with dumbbell

Prediction without Context: fitness woman

(a)

Ground Truth: baby on white background

Our Prediction: baby on white background

Prediction without Context: baby toddler

(b)

Figure 6. Qualitative prediction examples on Conceptual Captions (a) and Stock Captions (b) datasets. In each example, images in first row

(in orange boxes) are target images while second to fourth rows (in blue boxes) are reference images. Our model can effectively summarize

relevant information in the image groups during captioning. Our model also effectively takes discriminative information between the target

and reference group into account during captioning to predict accurate group captioning results.

Contrastive + Group Group Contrastive

woman with cowboy hat woman country with cowboy straw hat

white girl girl white rule white and...

woman in boxing glove woman is go in boxing...

Table 4. Analysis of contrastive representation. Column

Contrastive + Group is the prediction of our full model.

Column Group and column Contrastive are the predictions

when only the group or only the contrastive representation is fed

into the decoder respectively. Blue text denotes the common part

while red text denotes the contrastive part.

cates that a larger number of images is more informational

for the model to get better descriptions. We also qualita-

tively study the importance of the reference image group.

Examples are shown in Figure 6. The examples indicate

that when not giving reference group the predictions tend to

be more generic and less discriminative.

Contrastive representation versus group representation.

Table 4 shows example descriptions when only the group

representations or only the contrastive representations are

fed into LSTM decoder. Although the model does not treat

the features independently and removing the features might

break the grammar structure of the caption, looking at the

lexicons returned by the two variants, we can clearly ob-

serve the focus of two features. When the decoder uses

only the group representations, the predictions emphasize

the common part of two image groups. On the other hand,

when the decoder only uses the contrastive representations,

the predictions emphasize the difference between two im-

age groups. This reveals that the group representation en-

codes similarity information, while the contrastive repre-

sentation encodes discriminative information.

Robustness to noise images. To investigate the model’s

robustness to noise in the image group, we tried adding

random unrelated images to the target group. Figure 7

shows performances of models trained and tested with dif-

ferent number (0-4) of noise images on Conceptual Cap-

tions dataset. Training with more noise increases robust-

ness of the model but hinder performance when tested with

no noise. The model shows robustness to small noise. Qual-

itatively, when testing with small (1 or 2) noise (trained with

0 noise), the caption loses details, e.g. woman in red dress

becomes woman in dress. The generated caption is broken

when the noise is severe, which is reasonable.

Figure 7. Performance change on Conceptual Captions dataset

when trained and tested with 0-4 random images in the target

group. Training with more noise increases robustness of the model

but hinder performance when tested with no noise.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present the novel context-aware group

captioning task, where the objective is to describe a target

image group in contrast to a reference image group. To ex-

plore this problem, we introduce two large scale datasets,

Conceptual Captions and Stock Captions respectively, both

of which will be released for future research. We also pro-

pose a framework with self-attention for grouping the im-

ages and contrastive representation for capturing discrimi-

native features. We show the effectiveness of our proposed

model both quantitatively and qualitatively on our datasets.

We also thoroughly analyze the behavior of our models to

provide insights into this new problem.
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